Attention:

*Please note, older catalogs from Summer 2002 (AA) to the present are still available to order from.

Also, please visit our new website at http://www.nmstatelibrary.org where you can access some of our most recent catalogs. For those of you who are also receiving the hard copy of the quarterly catalog and would rather access it online through our website or by email, please let us know so we can take your name off the mailing version.

If you are wanting the catalog by email and have changed your email address, please notify us so we can update our records.

Thank you again for using Books By Mail.

Editor: Robert Upton
Design & Layout: Teresa Martinez
We are now offering our Books By Mail patrons Gale Group InfoTrac Resources! In an effort to bring electronic information resources to as many New Mexicans as possible, the New Mexico State Library is providing databases of magazines and journals to libraries and patrons via the Internet. The New Mexico State Library has chosen InfoTrac, a highly regarded resource of content-rich authoritative information through the Internet. The InfoTrac databases contain over 4,277 magazines and journals, 2,969 of them with full-text and full-image with the remainder offering abstracts to the articles. InfoTrac is a product of Gale Group, a major vendor of library magazine and journal subscriptions to libraries.

Access to the databases is controlled through specific usernames and passwords which are established for constituent libraries and patrons throughout New Mexico. Each library is authorized to provide these usernames and passwords to its clients, students or patrons, thus giving access to any New Mexico citizen with Internet access.

The Gale logon screen for NMSL Direct and Rural Services patrons is http://infotrac.galegroup.com/itweb/nmlibdrsb (The password is: cactus)

Copyright requirements are covered by the arrangements that the Gale Group makes with the journals and magazines it includes in the databases.

*We ask that you mention you are a Books By Mail patron when contacting the following numbers.

For information or help contact either:
Mark Adams 1-800-477-4401 or
Teresa Martinez (505) 476-9781 or 1-800-395-9144

For information on how to use the database contact:
Reference 1-800-876-2203

For information from the New Mexico State Library visit the web site at http://www.nmstatelibrary.org.
NEW MEXICO STATE LIBRARY
BOOKS BY MAIL
RURAL SERVICES

HOW TO ORDER:

Send us your NAME and ADDRESS and the Catalog Numbers of the books you wish to read.

Mail to: BOOKS BY MAIL
New Mexico State Library
1209 Camino Carlos Rey
Santa Fe, NM 87507-5166

or use the yellow order card included with your last order of books or

Email to: teresa.martinez1@state.nm.us
veronica.tapia@state.nm.us

Or

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-395-9144 DAY OR NIGHT

**Due to U.S. Postal Service practices your order may take up to 2 weeks to reach you and to return to us. Also due to these delays, we encourage calling or emailing us with your order so it can get to you that much faster.

Your books, a new order card, and the return postage will arrive in a special canvas bag to be used when returning materials to the BOOKS BY MAIL office. The due date for the books to be returned will be stamped on the back inside cover of each book. If you are unable to return your books by the due date, please send a note or call 1-800-395-9144 giving us the Title, Author, and Due Date. These books will be renewed for an additional three weeks.

For any reference questions you may have, you can direct them to our Reference Bureau at reference@state.nm.us. We ask that you mention you are a Books By Mail patron when contacting them.

You can visit the New Mexico State Library web site at http://www.nmstatelibrary.org. Under the Books By Mail tab, you will be able to access our 4 latest catalogs. If you would prefer not to receive the paper version of the quarterly catalog and would rather access it online, please let us know so we can adjust our records. Thank you for using Books By Mail.
*HIGH DEMAND TITLES !!!*

Some delays in filling orders are unavoidable when a new catalog or supplement is sent out to several hundred households, so if a book is not available at the time of your request, it will be put on reserve and mailed to you when it becomes available. You **will not** need to reorder the book(s). Reordering the book(s) will only delay orders that much longer. We appreciate your patience.

SPANISH BOOKS

Books in Spanish are available for children and adults. Some editions are bilingual.

LARGE PRINT BOOKS

When ordering titles with the prefix “LP” (Large Print) please specify that you only want the titles in Large Print, otherwise, if the title is available in regular print, it will be substituted, and if it is not, we will send you the “LP” title. We hope this will minimize the waiting time on high demand titles and also save the Large Print for patrons who can only read Large Print, which is a smaller collection. Thank You.

**BOOKS-BY-MAIL** provides library services to those who are not reached by public libraries. Call our **toll free number** 1-800-395-9144 and leave your requests on the 24 hour recording. Give us your name, mailing address, the catalog numbers of the books you wish to read. If calling to renew a book, give us the same information mentioned above along with the **original due date** of your book(s).

This program was funded with a grant from the **Institute of Museum and Library Services** which administers the **Library Services and Technology Act**.
RURAL BOOKMOBILES:

EAST
P.O. Box 1163
Tucumcari, NM 88401
575-461-1206

WEST
1000 Main Street NW, Bldg. 16-A
Los Lunas, NM 87031
505-841-5250

NORTHEAST
P.O. Box 97
Cimarron, NM 87714
575-376-2474

The Bookmobiles are a part of the Rural Services Program. Contact the Bookmobile headquarters in your area for the Bookmobile schedules. Users of the Rural Services Program may also take advantage of the Talking Book Library, which provides audio material for the blind, reading disabled, physically handicapped and some homebound people. For more information about this program call 1-800-456-5515
Books By Mail Patron Comment Form

You can enclose this form in the bag with your book order. Any additional space needed can be used on the backside of this form. Thank you for your time.

Name: (Optional) ____________________ ID# (Optional) 1M- ____________
Address: (Optional) ______________________________________________
City/State/Zip: (Optional) _________________________________________

1. If anyone would like to share a story on how this service has helped you or your family, we would love to hear it.__________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________

2. Any comments or suggestions about our service?___________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
CATEGORY CODES

What is the 3 letter code at the beginning of each book description? These category codes will give you more specific information about the books that you are borrowing (Not every category will appear in each catalog). *Please Note: Previous Catalogs are still available to order from. Happy Reading!

ADV  Adventure
AGY  Anthology
ANI  Animals
ANT  Antiques/Collectibles
ART  Art/Architecture
AUT  Automotive
BIO  Biography/Autobiography
BLI  African-American Interest
BUS  Business/Economics
CAR  Career/Jobs
CKG  Cooking
COM  Computer
CUR  Current Events
DIT  Dictionary/Thesaurus
DRA  Drama/Films/Plays
EDU  Education
ENV  Environmental
FAM  Family/Marriage
FAN  Fantasy
FIC  General Fiction
FIN  Investments/Personal Finance
GAM  Games/Puzzles
GAR  Gardening
GRA  Graphic Novels
HEA  Health/Diet/Exercise
HIF  Historical Fiction
HIS  History
HMR  Home Repair/Decorating
HOB  Hobbies/Crafts
HOL  Holidays
HOR  Horror
HUM  Humor
JVE  Juvenile/Ages 5-8
JVI  Juvenile/Ages 8-12
JVP  Juvenile/Preschool
JVY  Juvenile/Ages 13-18
LAN  Language
LAT  Latin Fiction
LIF  Lifestyle
LIT  Literature/Classics
LTC  Literature/Contemporary
MED  Medical
MLC  Multi cultural
MOT  Inspirational/Motivational
MOV  Movie/TV Tie-In
MUS  Music/Dance
MYS  Mystery
NAT  Nature
NEW  New Age
NTV  Native American
OCC  Occult
OCF  Occult Fiction
PAR  Parenting/Childbirth
PHI  Philosophy
PHO  Photography
POE  Poetry
POL  Politics
POP  Popular Culture
PDY  Psychology/Self Help
REC  Recovery
REF  Reference/General
REL  Religious
RFL  Reference/Foreign Languages
ROM  Romance
SCI  Science
SEX  Sexuality
SFF  Science Fiction
SOC  Sociology
SPA  Spanish
SPO  Sports/Recreation
SUS  Suspense
SW  Southwest
TAX  Tax Preparation
TRD  Travel/Domestic
TRF  Travel/Foreign
TRU  True Crime
WES  Western
WOM  Women’s Studies
XMS  Christmas

*Please note: Catalogs from the SUMMER 2002 (AA) to the present are still available to order from.
ADV  Sunspot
Axler, James  AU-0604
(Deathlands, No. 80) Ryan Cawdor and his band of warrior survivalists are forced to take sides when a war erupts in the Rio Grande, plunging them into a deadly confrontation with an old enemy who is sitting on a huge stockpile of twenty-first-century nerve gas and is not afraid to use it.

ADV  Capital Offensive
Pendleton, Don  AU-0606
(Stony Man, No. 92) When America's global security is compromised, the Stony Man team is sent in to find and take out a secret terrorist organization led by a rogue Argentinean general who has the technology to destroy humanity.

ADV  Firestorm
Pendleton, Don  AU-0610
(The Executioner, No. 349) While in Bogota, Columbia, to expose a corrupt American corporation that has been practicing bad business with the CIA's blessing, Mack Bolan discovers that they are also selling America's secrets to hostile nations and must make them pay for this shocking act of treason.

ANT  Warman's Hot Wheels Field Guide: Values and Identification
Zarnock, Michael  AU-0537
An authoritative overview of Mattel's popular Hot Wheels collectible vehicles encompasses forty years of these die-cast toys, furnishing up-to-date pricing, identification tips, descriptions, and more than five hundred color photographs of Redlines, Blackwalls, and Number Pack vehicles.

BIO  The Innocent Man: Murder and Injustice in a Small Town
Grisham, John  AU-0629
The best-selling author of The Last Juror, The Runaway Jury, A Time to Kill, and other tales of legal suspense presents his first work of nonfiction, in a compelling real-life legal thriller that follows the case of Ron Williamson, an aspiring ballplayer convicted of murder in a case tainted by lies and manufactured evidence.

BIO  The Hoax
Irving, Clifford  AU-0627
The author explains how he became involved in the plan to create a fake Howard Hughes autobiography and why the plan failed.

BIO  Home Trials: A Life Around My Father
Junor, Penny  AU-0597
John Junor was a brilliant newspaperman. As editor of the Sunday Express for 32 years, he wielded more power than many of the politicians he wrote about, mixing with prime ministers, princes, captains of industry, and film stars. Yet his family life was far from idyllic. He and his wife lived apart for the last 18 years of his life as she tried to rebuild the confidence that he had shattered. Two years after his death, Penny Junor was compelled to set down her father's biography, partly to celebrate the life of a powerful and influential public figure, and partly to come to terms with her own emotionally charged relationship with him.

COOKING

CKG  The Alli Diet Plan Cookbook
Daelemans, Kathleen  AU-0608
Presents more than two hundred low-fat, reduced-calorie recipes designed to complement use of the weight-loss drug alli, along with meal plans and a guide to eating out while on the program.

CKG  Kitchen Playdates: Easy Ideas for Entertaining That Include the Kids 70 Delicious Recipes Plus Menus, Activities, and 10 Playdates
Deen, Lauren  AU-0504
An inspirational handbook for parents on how to entertain the kids in the kitchen features seventy delicious, family-friendly recipes, menus, craft ideas, activities, and themed entertainment ideas for children of all ages.
CKG Crowd-Pleasing Potluck
Halvorsen, Francine  AU-0503
A stylish new approach to potluck entertaining features more than three hundred creative, crowd-pleasing recipes and menu suggestions that include popular American favorites as well as a variety of international specialties and range from appetizers and drinks to desserts, with tips on shopping, cooking techniques, food transportation, serving, and more.

CKG The Magic Kitchen Cookbook
Karpinske, Stephanie  AU-0515
With Disney characters leading the way, kids will love this introduction to cooking, kitchen basics and healthy eating. Each of the more than 50 recipes are written as basic, step-by-step directions specifically developed for young cooks. The colorful cookbook features kid-friendly recipes from tacos to pizza that were formulated to be lower in fat and sugar, and rich in fruits, vegetables, and whole grains while still tasting yummy. The cookbook also provides energy burning activities as well as fun food facts.

CKG Cooking Healthy with a Pressure Cooker
Lund, Jo Anna M.  AU-0538
Introduces nearly two hundred delicious and healthy recipes for low-fat, low-sugar dishes that can be prepared with either an old-fashioned or new electronic pressure cooker, accompanied by tips on stocking a pantry, tips for preparing food with a pressure cooker, and more.

FAM Marriage Is for Keeps: Foundations for Christian Marriage
Kippley, John F.  AU-0466
Every engaged couple can benefit by reading this book. In fact it would make excellent reading for seminary or college classes on marriage and family life. Give this book to the engaged couples in your parish and talk to them about what it says.

FAM The Great Tree of Avalon: The Eternal Flame
Barron, T. A.  AU-0635
Merlin's grandson and wilderness guide, Tamwyn, and his friends Elli, a priestess, and Scree, an eagleman, must race against time to stop the warlord Rhita Gawr from destroying Avalon.

FAM Airs and Graces
Bishop, Toby  AU-0483
When Duke William, her old enemy and the new ruler of Oc, succumbs to madness, leaving the coast open to Aesk raiders who strike at will, Larkyn, one of the finest students at the Academy of the Air due to her special gifts, is caught in a desperate battle to save the world of Oc from ruin.

FAM White Fells
Gray, R. Garland  AU-0529
Scota is an earthly princess who does not believe in the fairy world until she meets a defiant captive named Boyden, who is revealed to be a legendary fey fighter trying to stop earthly incursions into his realm.

FAM Across the Face of the World
Kirkpatrick, Russell  AU-0482
(Fire of Heaven, Book One) Two thousand years after being cast out from Dona Mihst, the Undying Man's plans for revenge are on the brink of fruition, until a single prisoner escapes from his clutches and sends his son, along with a small group of villagers, on a perilous quest to warn their world of the coming peril.

FAM The House of Storms
Mac Leod, Ian R.  AU-0575
To save her only son from consumption, Alice Meynell makes a bargain with her former lover, a changeling living in the land of Einfell, in exchange for a cure, but the pact may have painful repercussions for her son.
**FAN ▶ The Solaris Book of New Fantasy**  
Mann, George  
AU-0605

A compelling anthology of never-before-published fantasy fiction represents an array of genres, including fable, fairy tale, epic quest, urban mystery, and more, by such acclaimed talents as Janny Wurts, Hal Duncan, Juliet E. McKenna, Tim Pratt, Jake Lake, Jeff Vandermeer, and Chris Roberson, among others.

**FAN ▶ Cybermancy**  
McCullough, Kelly  
AU-0477

Ravirn, a sorcerer and direct descendant of one of the three Fates, must brave Hell itself and the Lord of the Dead to retrieve his girlfriend's webgoblin, who is storing all of her research for her doctorate in his memory.

**FAN ▶ Blood Engines**  
Pratt, T. A.  
AU-0472

Hoping to save her city from a powerful rival out to destroy her, sorcerer Marla Mason, guardian of the city of Felport, heads for San Francisco in search of the Cornerstone, a magical artifact hidden somewhere in the city, only to discover that some of San Francisco's most powerful sorcerers have fallen prey to a mysterious assailant out to eliminate the city's magical community.

**FAN ▶ Thraxas at War**  
Scott, Martin  
AU-0553

Overweight private eye Thraxas, a former hero of the last Orc War, is forced into action when the city of Turai is threatened by an army of Orcs and he must investigate the bizarre death of a senior member of the War Council, who has apparently been murdered with a cake.

**FAN ▶ Dragonfrigate Wizard Halcyon Blithe**  
Ward, James M.  
AU-0552

In the sequel to "Midshipwizard Halcyon Blithe," (AS-0667) the young wizard takes on the role of Dragonfrigate Wizard and, while battling dangerous demonships, suddenly confronts the all-too-real perils of political intrigue and treachery as he and his shipmates struggle to regain the security of their Arcanian dragonship.

**FIC ▶ Through My Daughter's Eyes**  
Angelilque, Janice  
AU-0561

When her lover James loses his memory, Angel guides him back to the life he had forgotten, which brings about a powerful bond between her and her daughter, Hildi.

**FIC ▶ The Foursome**  
Bowers, Celya  
AU-0557

When his father, who is in the beginning stages of Alzheimer's, has to move in with him, Darius Crawford finds his life taking an unexpected turn when he attends an Alzheimer's support group meeting and meets a special woman.

**FIC ▶ The Hostage**  
Griffin, W. E. B.  
LP-3279

LARGE PRINT. Presidential Agent Charley Castillo investigating the death of an American diplomat in Argentina, the kidnapping of the diplomat's wife, and a scandal tying the United Nations to Iraq.

**FIC ▶ Magic Hour**  
Hannah, Kristin  
AU-0638

Reluctantly giving up her California practice working with troubled children, Julia Cates is forced to draw on all her skills to deal with a young mute girl found abandoned and terrified in her Pacific Northwest hometown and joins forces with Max Cerasin, a handsome physician with a mysterious past, to help the young girl.

**FIC ▶ The Restorer**  
Hinck, Sharon  
AU-0644

Meet Susan, a housewife and soccer mom whose dreams stretch far beyond her ordinary world. While studying the book of Judges, Susan longs to be a modern-day Deborah, a prophet and leader who God used to deliver the ancient nation of Israel from destruction. Susan gets her wish for adventure when she stumbles through a portal into an alternate universe and encounters a nation locked in a fierce struggle for its survival. Now stranded in a strange culture filled with poisonous enemies, Susan must overcome tremendous odds to deliver a desperate people and restore hope to a world far from her own.

**FIC ▶ Gods in Alabama**  
Jackson, Joshilyn  
AU-0558

Ten years after leaving her hometown for college, Arlene Fleet finds she still has not escaped Possett, Alabama, when an old classmate turns up asking questions about a crime Arlene committed in her youth, forcing her into a confrontation with her past.

**FIC ▶ The Bancroft Strategy**  
Ludlum, Robert  
AU-0516

Fired after an operation goes awry, Todd Belknap, a renegade ex-field agent, takes matters into his own hands when a friend is abducted in Lebanon by a vicious militia group and the government refuses to intervene.
Labeled "disabled" by her family after manifesting epilepsy in childhood, Tam burns out after thirty years of strict vigilance and relocates to Maine, where she learns about the fates of two women whose tragic lives mirror her own.

Befriending an adolescent boy who is ostracized for his unusual height, bereft Cape Cod librarian Peggy Cort finds a soul mate in James and comes to love him as he grows into a man who is eight-feet tall.

In 1935 England, thirteen-year-old Briony Tallis witnesses an event involving her sister Cecilia and her childhood friend Robbie Turner, and she becomes the victim of her own imagination, which leads her on a lifelong search for truth and absolution.

Kahari Brown, the ace wide receiver for the Oakland Raiders, finds his career in trouble after meeting Zoe Andrews, an ambitious broadcast journalist out to make her mark on the world of men's sports.

Neve Halloran and her teenage daughter, Mickey, struggle to build a new life together amid the harsh beauty of a wildlife sanctuary in Rhode Island's South County, as Mickey grows to womanhood in the company of a lonely boy who shares her love of the wild creatures of the coast, and Neve finds herself drawn to a troubled man dedicated to preserving the sanctuary.

When a past indiscretion threatens both her marriage and career, Simone Harper must finally accept her husband's love and understanding as she tries to deal with Dayton Clark, a man who claims she is his wife.

Up-and-coming attorney Jason Richards, tired of not having a social life, enters into a fast-paced world of sex, supermodels, and glamorous parties with the help of a smooth-talking co-worker, but when he finally finds someone to settle down with, his "one last party" changes everything.
**FIC**  The Night Before Summer Camp
Wing, Natasha  AU-0450
(Fiction) In this poem based on “The Night Before Christmas,” Rick has the jitters over starting summer day camp, but when he discovers that his counselor is also nervous because she is starting her first job, he feels a lot better.

**HEA**  Boost Your Heart Health
Chambers, Ruth  AU-0541
A practical health guidebook introduces fifty-two ingenious and essential strategies for promoting one's cardiac health by preventing and fighting heart disease and stroke.

**HEA**  Living Well with Parkinson's Disease
Garie, Gretchen  AU-0560
A detailed resource to managing Parkinson's Disease by a pair of co-founders for a national support and advocacy organization counsels readers on a range of treatment options while sharing advice for everyday life, covering such topics as nutrition, interpersonal relationships, and the health-care system.

**HEA**  The F-Factor Diet
Zuckerbrot, Tanya  AU-0542
Citing the role of fiber in the establishment of a permanent healthy diet and weight-loss goals, a top nutritionist provides more than seventy-five recipes and definitive guidelines designed to help readers bolster energy levels, lower cholesterol, and reduce disease risks.

**HIS**  Ambush Alley: The Most Extraordinary Battle of the Iraq War
Pritchard, Tim  AU-0433
Describes the March 2003 ambush of a U.S. Army convoy outside Nasiriyah, the one from which Private Jessica Lynch was captured, and the efforts of a Marine battalion to rescue any surviving personnel, efforts that led to a brutal and costly urban battle that cost the lives of eighteen Marines.

**HIS**  American Spartans: The U.S. Marines, a Combat History from Iwo Jima to Iraq
Warren, James A.  AU-0434
A six-decade history of the U.S. Marines offers insight into the corps' philosophy and military practices, explaining how technology, training, and a fiercely promoted sense of loyalty have enabled Marine perseverance throughout several wartime conflicts.

**HMR**  Cottage: America's Favorite Home Inside and Out
Connolly, M. Caren  AU-0547
A photographic celebration of the romance, simplicity, and appeal of cottages showcases twenty-four cottages from across the country and explores the design elements that epitomize a harmonious cottage-living experience.

**HMR**  Mother Earth News Magazine
Mother Earth News  AU-0636
(April/May 2008) Build better soil with FREE fertilizers; Easy garden plan for any home; Choosing renewable energy; Find your dream homestead; Grow a great garden!; Grow food in containers; Guide to great lettuce; Eat this weed; Easy plan propagation.

**HMR**  Mother Earth News Magazine
Mother Earth News  AU-0654
(June/July 2008) 32 All-time best tips: Live on less; Learn country skill; Make power from wind; 7 ways to make easy, no-dig garden beds; Make the best cheese you've ever tasted; Homegrown medicine: Herbs to plant in your garden; Grow free fruit trees; Sweet corn made easy; Worms! The compost workhorses; New! Your questions answered: Green living, renewable energy, and more.

**HMR**  Building Doors & Drawers: A Complete Guide to Design and Construction
Rae, Andy  AU-0545
An experienced woodworker takes readers through the entire process of building dozens of different door and drawer applications for kitchens, baths, built-ins, stand-alone furniture, and more, offering step-by-step instructions on techniques, advice on materials and essential tools, and tips on designing an item and installing hardware.
HOB Knits for Dogs & Cats
Barrett, Tina  AU-0527

Glam up Fido or Fifi with these stylish, eye-catching knitted animal outfits and accessories! Your pets will be flawlessly dressed for any occasion thanks to everything from the laid-back Sunday attire to the glitzy party wear. Select from such fashion-forward items as a Striped Hoodie, Mod Parka, or Ballerina outfit for your pooch, plus a Scarf, Bandana, Corsage, Blanket, Fish Cushion, and Shoe Chews for both dogs and cats. There are also fetching hold-alls to carry small pups, comfy chairs for cat-or dog-napping, and exciting toys for everyday play. The projects are quick and simple, and come complete with helpful advice on measuring your pet, choosing alternative palettes, and adorable illustrations of dogs and cats modeling the garments.

HOB Make Your Own Books & Boxes: Portfolios, Photograph Albums and Decorative Papers
Baumgartner, Peter  AU-0643

Shown in clear step-by-step photographs, this book gives the basic techniques such as cutting, sewing, binding and making covers. There are also thirty-six photocopiable decorative labels for books.

HOB Paper: Fold It
Biddle, Steve  AU-0548

An introduction to the art of paper folding walks readers through six core techniques, including teabag folding, origami, and iris folding, that serve as a foundation for twenty-five beautiful and creative projects that come complete with full-color photographs, step-by-step instructions, illustrations, and tips on designs and variations.

HOB Paper: Cut It
Elliot, Marion  AU-0549

Learn the art of paper cutting and discover over 20 unique designs to transform paper into amazing three-dimensional projects and crafty cards. Each section introduces an essential paper-cutting technique, then an easy-to-make card and three projects to expand upon your new skills. Includes stunning paper designs for every occasion. Create a beautiful wedding garland, a festive Christmas gingerbread house and an exquisite oriental chandelier for a new home. With easy to follow, step-by-step instructions and an extensive range of templates, even novice crafters will be quick to master these techniques. So, pick up your scissors and get cutting!

HOB The Complete Jewelry Making Course
Mc Grath, Jinks  AU-0531

This comprehensive and heavily illustrated manual teaches the craft of jewelry making to students looking to create professional quality items. The author covers every step of the process, from creating original design concepts to fashioning professionally finished pieces of jewelry. She lists all required tools and equipment, explains their uses, advises on safe working practices, and then guides her readers through every stage of the jewelry making process in a series of carefully structured tutorials.

HOB Special Little Knits from Just One Skein
Potter, Cheryl  AU-0526

They're called oddballs, orphans, and leftovers those stunning but solitary skeins of yarn just waiting to be turned into treasures. What can you make with just one skein of yarn? Find loads of creative ideas in this collection of "one-skein wonders." Knit hats, scarves, shawls, socks, purses, and more, over 25 projects each made from just one skein or hank of yarn. To get started, choose a yarn with a similar yardage, weight, and fiber content as the project shown; Find designs for all types of yarns, from lace weight to chunky and everything in between.

HOR Cell
King, Stephen  LP-3277

LARGE PRINT. (Also available in regular print (AS-0728)). Mayhem and violence are unleashed around the world when a pulse from a mysterious source transforms all cell phone users into savage, unthinking, homicidal maniacs, and only a small band of "normies" who somehow avoided the technological attack can stop the rampage.

HOR House Infernal
Lee, Edward  AU-0544

When Venetia Barlow takes a job at St. John's Priory, she is plagued by lurid desires and visions of a blood-drenched city filled with monsters, and soon discovers that this house is not a place of meditation, but a hotbed of evil and a portal to Hell.

HOR The Deluge
Morris, Mark  AU-0562

After a mysterious flood leaves most of the earth's surface underwater, a group of survivors bands together in hopes of rebuilding their civilization until they discover a deadly new threat that lurks under the surface.
Anna, a Watcher who keeps supernatural criminals in check, finds herself unable to control the raging fury of the vampire within her when her lover, a DEA agent, disappears, a serial killer terrorizes San Francisco, and a Wiccan sorceress plans to raise a demon to do her bidding.

(JV) **Cam Jansen and the Summer Camp Mysteries**
Adler, David A. \ AU-0487
(Fiction) Cam Jansen and her best friend are spending three weeks at Camp Eagle Lake, where they play sports, do crafts, and solve three mysteries.

(JV) **Ponies on Ice**
Benjamin, Ruth \ AU-0476
(My Little Pony) When the ponies practice tricks to perform at the upcoming ice skating party, Pinkie Pie, who does not know any tricks, is worried that she will not have anything special to present on the ice, in a book where pictures replace certain words.

(JV) **Spring Is Here, Corduroy!**
Freeman, Don \ AU-0471
Corduroy and his friends enjoy the springtime weather and decide to plant a beautiful flower garden that they can take care of and share together.

(JV) **The Big Cheese**
Jordan, Apple \ AU-0448
(Ratatouille) (Fiction) When a little rat named Remy tries to become a chef in a famous French restaurant, his passion for cooking soon turns the culinary world of Paris upside down.

(JV) **The Best Teacher in Second Grade**
Kenah, Katharine \ AU-0451
(Fiction) Excited about the Family Night program that will highlight all her favorite things in the nighttime sky, Luna is worried that things won't go as planned when an unexpected problem surfaces, yet with quick thinking and the help of her favorite teacher, Mr. Hopper, Luna turns a bad situation into an awe-inspiring event for all to see.

(JV) **Listen Up! Alexander Graham Bell's Talking Machine**
Kulling, Monica \ AU-0446
(Literature) At the Philadelphia World's Fair in 1876, Alexander Graham Bell demonstrates his latest invention, a talking machine he calls the telephone.

(JV) **Curious George and the Kite**
Perez, Monica \ AU-0475
(Fiction) When Curious George's neighbor, Bill, asks him to fly his kite while he helps his mother, Curious George is happy to oblige until a strong wind pulls the kite higher.

(JV) **The Winning Wave**
Raymond, N. T. \ AU-0447
(Surf's Up) (Fiction) During the Big Z Memorial surf competition, Cody Maverick must choose between saving his arch rival, Tank Evans, or dropping in the huge winning wave during the final round.

(JV) **Prairie Dog Rescue**
Ricci, Christine \ AU-0449
(Go, Diego, Go!) (Fiction) Diego helps the prairie dogs keep their pups safe from a coyote.

(JV) **Dora Had a Little Lamb**
Risco, Elle D. \ AU-0479
(Dora the Explorer) When Little Lamb cannot find her friend Mary, Dora and Boots step into "The Big Book of Nursery Rhymes" to help her.

(JV) **Cowgirl Kate and Cocoa: Partners**
Silverman, Erica \ AU-0473
(Fiction) Cocoa the horse herds the cows with Cowgirl Kate, helps her practice her roping skills, and wishes he could wear boots instead of horseshoes.

(JV) **Poetry in Motion**
Alfonsi, Alice \ AU-0490
(Disney High School Musical; Stories from East High #03) (Fiction) Chad, remembering a past embarrassing experience, freaks out when each person in his English class must recite an original poem in front of the entire school, so Troy, Gabriella, and the basketball team all pitch in to help him.

(JV) **A Horse for the Summer**
Bates, Michelle \ AU-0441
(Fiction) Tom is elated when his cousin agrees to lend him Chancey, her chestnut gelding, but he is disappointed when he realizes it will take a lot of hard work to get the horse ready for the summer shows.
**Face the Music**

Beechwood, Beth  AU-0453

(Hannah Montana) (Fiction) When Hannah Montana, a.k.a. Miley Stewart, decides to be a spokesperson for a new perfume, she quickly realizes that she is allergic to it, but before she cancels the contract, she receives a very expensive gift for being the new face of Eau Wow.

**Crunch Time**

Grace, N. B.  AU-0491

(Disney High School Musical; Stories from East High #04) (Fiction) When the students of East High are encouraged to wear costumes that represent what they would like to be someday to the annual Halloween Festival, Gabriella wonders if Troy has the same ideas about where they are headed.

**Crochet: Fantastic Jewelry, Hats, Purses, Pillows & More**

Davis, Jane  AU-0502

(Hobbies/Crafts) (Non-Fiction) From colorful shoelaces to shimmering amulet bags, fifty crocheted creations will enchant kids and take them from the very beginning to a more experienced level thanks to the many detailed directions and instructive, attractive color photos.

**Beck and the Great Berry Battle**

Driscoll, Laura  AU-0455

(Disney Fairies) (Fantasy) With the hummingbirds and the chipmunks fighting over some silly disagreement, Beck, the animal-talent fairy, looks forward to using her animal-speaking skills to do some much-needed problem solving amongst the two groups in order to bring peace and harmony back to the wood.

**Dear Jo: The Story of Losing Leah ... and Searching for Hope**

Kilbourne, Christina  AU-0498

(Fiction) Maxine's best friend, Leah, has been missing for six months, and Maxine helps the police investigate the possibility that her disappearance is connected to their online friend, 2funE, who claims to be a sixteen-year-old boy.

**Bee Movie the Junior Novel**

Korman, Susan  AU-0454

(Bee Movie) (Fiction) When Barry, a bee, doesn't want to make honey and leaves his hive, he discovers that humans have been stealing honey from bees for years, so he decides to sue the honey industry and seek justice for bees everywhere.

**Lily's Pesky Plant**

Larsen, Kirsten  AU-0457

(Disney Fairies) (Fantasy) Finding a mysterious seed in the woods, Lily decides to use her special talents to plant it and tend to it as it grows, but when it comes up looking oozy and strange, Lily begins to doubt that this is the type of plant she wants to keep in her beautiful garden.

**Gentle's Hollar**

Madden, Kerry  AU-0500

(Fiction) With her mother pregnant, her father in need of work, and the family struggling to keep afloat during financially challenging times, twelve-year-old Livy Two decides to take on the role as guardian to her partially-blind younger sister by helping her with her disability while training the family pet to become her seeing-eye dog.

**Boys and Beauty Blunders**

Taylor, Julie  AU-0452

(Hannah Montana) (Fiction) Miley and Lilly play matchmaker for a Hannah Montana fan named Becca who's in love with Oliver. Meanwhile, Miley convinces Lilly not to worry about her appearance before a skate competition, but refuses to take her own advice when her vanity is at stake.
### JUVENILE/Preschool

**JVP  Dora Explores Colors/Dora Explora Los Colores**  
Beinstein, Phoebe  
AU-0467  
(Dora the Explorer) (English/Spanish) Curious tots are invited to tag along with Dora, Boots, Tico, and the rest of the gang as they explore a rainbow of colors. Se invita que tragos curiosos sigan con Dora, Botas, Tico, y el resto de la cuadrilla cuando ellos exploran un arco iris de colores.

**JVP  Oopsy Does It**  
Brooke, Samantha  
AU-0464  
(Care Bears) (Fiction) When Oopsy accidentally ruins Funderbolt, a new roller coaster built by the Care Bears, Grizzle, an evil bear, takes advantages of the blunder and steals the Care Bears belly badges to prevent them from caring.

**JVP  Get Up, Rick!**  
Campoy, F. Isabel  
AU-0445  
(Fiction) When Rick the rooster sleeps through the sunrise, his clever friends give him just the thing to help.

**JVP  Mind Your Manners, Biscuit!**  
Capucilli, Alyssa S.  
AU-0469  
(Fiction) A young girl takes her dog Biscuit for a stroll around the neighborhood and teaches him good manners.

**JVP  1, 2, 3 Cook!**  
Disney, RH  
AU-0442  
(Ratatouille) (Fiction) The stars of Disney/Pixar's hit film Ratatouille are cooking up some trouble in a board book where young chefs can count the ingredients and pet the "fuzzy" characters on the cover and on each page.

**JVP  Fat Cat**  
Graves, Sue  
AU-0444  
(Fiction) When Fat Cat refuses to chase a rat, Pat, Fat Cat's owner, has to do it, in a book with a wheel to turn for young readers to find the word that matches the text.

**JVP  Ducks in Muck**  
Haskins, Lori  
AU-0462  
(Fiction) Ducks are stuck in the muck and so are the trucks, in a fun-filled adaptation for toddlers with rhyming text and bold illustrations.

### JUVENILEAGES 13-18

**JVP  Summer**  
Low, Alice  
AU-0443  
(Fiction) A boy, a girl, and a dog share the joys of summer by swimming, eating watermelon, toasting marshmallows, watching fireworks, chasing butterflies, and more.

**JVP  Oopsy Saves the Day**  
Sander, Sonia  
AU-0463  
(Care Bears) (Fiction) When Oopsy accidentally ruins Funderbolt, a new roller coaster built by the Care Bears, Grizzle, an evil bear, takes advantages of the blunder and steals the Care Bears belly badges to prevent them from caring.

**JVP  I Udderly Love You**  
Toms, Kate  
AU-0461  
(Fiction) A mother cow tells her child how often and why she loves it.

### JUVENILE/AGES 13-18

**JVP  Baby Girl**  
Adams, Lenora  
AU-0577  
(Fiction) When Sheree, a tough high school teen, finds herself in a difficult situation, she turns to her mother her friends, and her boyfriend, who calls her Baby Girl and treats her like she's disposable, and realizes that help is within herself.

**JVP  Claiming Georgia Tate**  
Amateau, Gigi  
AU-0505  
(Fiction) Twelve-year-old Georgia Tate feels loved and safe living with her no-nonsense nana and preacher granddaddy, until her sexually abusive father tries to win her custody, in a rich, wrenchingly honest southern novel infused with humor and heart.

**JVP  Love Sick**  
Coburn, Jake  
AU-0499  
(Fiction) Falling in love is never easy, but when Ted finds himself in a situation that could cost his college career, he struggles to keep control as everything around him spins into a nasty web of attraction, greed, and betrayal.

**JVP  Leaving Paradise**  
Elkeles, Simone  
AU-0510  
(Fiction) In alternating chapters, seventeen-year-olds Caleb and Maggie relate the difficulties of readjusting to school, and changing relationships with family, friends, and one another, a year after a drunk driving accident sent her to the hospital with a crippling leg injury and him to prison.
JVY Hoops of Steel
Foley, John AU-0509
(Fiction) Passionate about basketball, troubled teenager Jackson O'Connell chronicles how the game colors the events of his senior year in high school both on and off the court.

JVY Revenge of the Homecoming Queen
Hale, Stephanie AU-0459
(Fiction) When beautiful, popular, and seemingly-perfect high school senior Aspen Brooks loses out to her rival for homecoming queen, it is only the beginning of a series of strange events including thefts, kidnappings, and Aspen falling for the unfashionable but endearing Rand Bachrach.

JVY Tips on Having a Gay (Ex) Boyfriend
Jones, Carrie AU-0458
(Fiction) Belle is a high school junior who expects to marry her long-term boyfriend one day, until he tells her and their entire small Maine town that he is gay, and both face prejudice and violence even as they enter new relationships and try to remain friends.

JVY Just Like That
Qualey, Marsha AU-0540
(Fiction) Having broken up with her boyfriend, gotten into a fight with her two best friends, and watched her family internally disintegrate all in a matter of a few days, Hanna feels her life is changing more rapidly than she can handle and only takes a more complicated turn for the worse when she begins an unexpected friendship with a guy named Will.

JVY I Was a Non-Blonde Cheerleader
Scott, Kieran AU-0546
(Fiction) As a brunette on the all-blond cheerleading squad at her new Florida high school, sophomore Annisa Gobrowski tries to fit in with her popular teammates without losing the friendship of Bethany, the only other non-blonde at the school.

JVY The Hookup Artist
Shaw, Tucker AU-0508
(Fiction) As a good-natured gay teenager, Lucas happily serves as his high school's matchmaker, but finding true love for himself is proving to be much more difficult.

JVY Help Wanted
Soto, Gary AU-0507
(Fiction) Offers a collection of stories about a group of teens who, in their own ways, struggle to find their purpose in life and place in the world, such as the constant story-telling liar Veronica and friends Ronnie and Joey who spend their days as "Teenage Chimps" due to their feelings of alienation from everyone at their school.

JVY The Other Sister
Underdahl, S. T. AU-0511
(Fiction) When Josey Muller's parents drop the bombshell that she has an older sister who had been given up as a baby, Josey struggles with her new role in the family as the friendly, witty, talented sister joins the family.

LIT The Rainbow
Lawrence, D. H. AU-0521
(Fiction) This book is the epic story of three generations of the Brangwens, a Midlands family. A visionary novel, considered to be one of Lawrence's finest, it explores the complex sexual and psychological relationships between men and women in an increasingly industrialized world.

LIT Pudd'nhead Wilson
Twain, Mark AU-0551
(Signet Classics) The American humorist's classic novel, depicting human nature under slavery, tells the story of two infants, one slave, one free, that were switched at birth.

MOT Walking Wisely
Stanley, Charles AU-0648
Dr. Stanley teaches how to apply God's wisdom to finances, relationships with others, physical health, and day-to-day duties. This significant volume presents a way of living that embodies wisdom from above.

MYS Skate Crime
Adams, Alina AU-0572
(A Figure Skating Mystery, Prime Crime) While producing a tribute to figure skater and coach Lucian Price, Rebecca "Bex" Levy finds herself skating on thin ice when Lucian dies after taking a bad fall and she discovers that someone had tampered with his skates.
As Lincoln's midsummer fair is about to begin, Templar Bascot de Marins is called upon to assist in the investigation into four victims found slain in the town alehouse, risking his life once again for the justice of God's will.

On her first day in Las Vegas, Olivia Wright arrives to apply for a job writing the memoirs of fading movie star Margot Farr, famous for her carousel of husbands and her roller coaster weight. When Margot is murdered and Olivia discovers the detective is her former lover, Mace Emerick, she agrees to be the homicide department's secret witness inside the investigation. Plenty of suspects stood to gain by Margot's death, but when Olivia is exposed to the press as a witness and Mace is fired, the two of them are on their own to solve the crime.

When Annie's boyfriend, the owner of D.C.'s latest hotspot, offers a six-week bar-food cooking class, tensions boil over after one of his students is murdered and her best friend Eve is accused of the crime.

While the town of Pickax is swept up in its sesquicentennial celebrations, a hurricane brews, and members of a local family fall deathly ill. James Qwilleran and his famous felines Koko and Yum Yum have their work cut out for them.

While investigating the death of a member of the Federal Anti-Terrorist Task Force, Detective John Corey and his wife, FBI Agent Kate Mayfield, stumble into the middle of a terrifying nuclear conspiracy that leads them to the inner circle of the Custer Hill Club, a luxurious Adirondack hunting lodge whose members include America's most powerful leaders.

Soon after Hannah Wolfe is hired to find missing ballet dancer Carolyn Hamilton, Carolyn's body is fished out of the Thames with stones in her pockets and a fetus in her belly. The police think it's a no-brainer, but Hannah suspects something else is going on. Her investigation takes her from the London dance world to the upper echelons of Paris society in search of the child's father, whose explanation only raises more questions.
MYS  Real Murders
Harris, Charlaine     AU-0569
(The First Aurora Teagarden Mystery, Prime Crime) Roe Teagarden joins forces with police detective Arthur Smith and mystery writer Robin Crusoe to investigate a series of killings in which the victims are slain in the fashion of famous historical murders.

MYS  Catnapped
Herbert, Gabriella    AU-0460
(An Animal Instinct Mystery) Not too happy about her recent Vegas wedding to a Navy SEAL she barely knows, legal investigator Sara Townly finds the fur flying in both her personal and professional lives when she must find a missing cat who stands to inherit millions of dollars.

MYS  Easy Streets
James, Bill           LP-3271
LARGE PRINT. For years Colin Harpur's dubious boss, Assistant Chief Constable Desmond Iles, ran a questionable but practical arrangement with Mansel Shale and Panicking Ralph Ember, owner of the Monty Club: Iles would protect their businesses if they ensured peace on the streets. But after a small-time criminal's house is firebombed, leaving the owner and his daughter dead, mistrust and uncertainty pervade the formerly managed streets.

MYS  The River Killings
Jones, Merry          AU-0570
(A Zoe Hayes Mystery) When their boat capsizes during a sculling class, art therapist Zoe Hayes and her best friend, Susan, suddenly find themselves sharing the river with a mysterious array of floating corpses, and an argument with her fiancé, Detective Nick Stiles, suddenly places Zoe in the middle of a sinister plot that she may be unable to escape.

MYS  Bake Sale Murder
Meier, Leslie         AU-0565
(A Lucy Stone Mystery) When Lucy Stone stumbles upon the dead body of Mimi, the annoying and whiny wife of local developer Frank Stanton, she launches her own investigation into the murder, a quest for the truth that makes the killer nervous and results in threatening notes.

MYS  Erased from Memory
O'Hehir, Diana        AU-0543
When her Alzheimer's-afflicted father, a famed Egyptologist, is accused of trying to kill a visitor to the museum housing an ancient coffin lid he had discovered, Carla Day looks for a connection between that crime and a centuries-old Egyptian death.

MYS  The Hunt for Sonya Dufrette
Raichev, R. T.        LP-3268
LARGE PRINT. On the day of the royal wedding in July 1981 at a house party on the banks of the Thames, a little girl wanders off on her own. Later, her doll is found floating in the river, but the child herself is never seen again. Twenty years on and Antonia Darcy, divorcee and Military Club librarian, still puzzles over that fateful day. For there was not only the disappearance of the little girl, Sonya Dufrette, but also the strange behavior of her awful father, his exotic wife, and their hostess.

NAT  A Field Guide to Household Bugs: It's a Jungle in Here
Abarbanel, Joshua     AU-0506
A visual field guide to the various bloodsuckers, web-weavers, pillow-jumpers, and other tiny creatures that live invisibly in our homes uses close-up microphotography and detailed descriptions to bring to life bedbugs, dust mites, lice, earwigs, and others.

NAT  Flower Confidential
Stewart, Amy          AU-0652
The flower business is a $40 billion global industry devoted to making flowers flawless. Stewart explores the relevance of flowers, and in the process she reveals all that has been gained, and lost, by tinkering with nature.

NEW  A New Earth: Awakening to Your Life's Purpose
Tolle, Eckhart        AU-0646
(Oprah's Book Club) Contends that humanity has an unprecedented opportunity to shift from its dangerous, ego-based state of consciousness to a saner, more loving existence, and offers practical advice on how to promote kindness and freedom.

PAR  Oh, Baby! Surviving (and Loving) Your Newborn's First Year
Hundreds of Heads     AU-0550
Shares real-life tips and advice for new parents on how to survive such challenges as household disorganization, sleep deprivation, and diaper changes, in a guide that draws on the experiences of parents and presents advice in quick-read segments.
PAR Addiction-Proof Your Child: A Realistic Approach to Preventing Drug, Alcohol, and Other Dependencies
Peele, Stanton  AU-0632
Offers an effective if unorthodox approach designed to help parents take aim at the problem of addiction by explaining how to impart the fundamental skills and values that will protect youngsters and keep experimentation from turning into a more dangerous dependency.

Reference/General

REF High Plains of Northeastern New Mexico: A Guide to Geology and Culture
Muehlberger, William R.  AU-0497
The northeast corner of New Mexico, home to the largest volcanic field east of the Rocky Mountains, encompasses some of the most attractive scenery in the southwestern U.S. The region's rich cultural history includes the Santa Fe Trail and the Folsom Man site. This volume includes detailed road logs and provides an in-depth but popular look at this unique geologic landscape, including Capulin Mountain and the canyon of the Dry Cimarron River.

REF Bride's Thank-You Guide: Thank You Writing Made Easy
Piljac, Pamela A.  AU-0468
Explains how to write memorable thank you notes, provides useful examples, and discusses how to handle unusual situations, including broken engagements.

Romance

ROM Last Resort
Alexander, Hannah  AU-0585
(Steeple Hill) When her young cousin, twelve-year-old Clarissa Cooper, vanishes near her home, leaving behind evidence that she has been abducted by someone close to the family, Noelle Cooper returns to her hometown to help in the search.

ROM A Time to Die
Barton, Beverly  AU-0595
Former Black Ops commando Deke Bronson gets a chance to redeem himself when he is assigned to protect Lexie Murrough, the woman he was responsible for paralyzing ten years earlier during a mission that went horribly wrong, from the son of a dictator who wants her dead.

ROM I'm Watching You
Burton, Mary  AU-0583
When a twisted killer sets his sights on her, a beautiful woman finds herself back in the arms of her ex-husband, who also happens to be the detective assigned to the case.

ROM To Love a Stranger
Byrd, Adrianne  AU-0596
When her husband returns after being lost at sea for six years, aspiring fashion designer Madeline Stone discovers that he is nothing like the philandering scoundrel she married and finds herself falling in love with him all over again.

ROM Miles Apart
Casper, Ken  AU-0587
(NASCAR) When his estranged ex-wife dies, NASCAR NEXTEL Cup winner Jack Dolman pays his respects and comes face-to-face with the son he barely knows and who believes that Jack abandoned him and plans to get revenge by competing against his father on the track.

ROM The Perfect Match
Cates, Kimberly  AU-0589
When trouble follows her to the town of Whitewater, Illinois, Rowena Brown, a free-spirited pet store owner whose talent is finding the perfect home for "problem" animals, steals the heart of a local deputy and single dad who doesn't need any more chaos in his life.

ROM Everybody Loves Evie
Ciotta, Beth  AU-0641
Working undercover for an organization that exposes fraud using reformed criminals to catch current ones, Evie Parish, a former lounge singer, comes to the rescue of her mother, who falls for a sweetheart scam, with the help of her sexy new boss and a former lover.

ROM Divorced, Desperate and Delicious
Craig, Christie  AU-0578
When her dog Fabio brings home a stray, an on-the-run detective named Chase Kelly, eccentric photographer Lacy Maguire uses this opportunity to recover from her broken heart with the help of this very sexy man.

ROM Manhunting
Crusie, Jennifer  AU-0586
After three failed engagements, Kate Svenson comes up with a definitive plan for finding the man of her dreams by snaring an eligible bachelor at The Cabins resort, but as her would-be swains begin to drop around her, Jake Templeton decides to save the world of men from this femme fatale.
HELLO, GORGEOUS!

Davidson, Mary Janice
LP-3275

LARGE PRINT. (Also available in regular print (AS-1390)).

Shopping maven and beauty salon owner-turned-bionic super spy, Caitlyn James, the government's new and reluctant secret weapon, must track down a rebel cyborg, who happens to be dangerously sexy and well-equipped with special enhancements.

SWIMMING WITHOUT A NET

Davidson, Mary Janice
AU-0594

While trying to fit in with her own kind, Fred, a mermaid who hates being out in open water, is torn between Artur, the High Prince of the merpeople, and Thomas, a gorgeous marine biologist who has the opportunity to explore where no "lander" has gone before.

HART'S VICTORY

Dunaway, Michele
AU-0580

(NASCAR) After an off-track crash destroys his career, Hart Hampton is delegated to charity work at a kids' camp to change his image, meets a single mother and her teenage son, and discovers that there is more to life than racing.

WICKED WOMAN

Eagan, Denise
AU-0598

When he catches a thief red-handed in his home, Captain Ward Montgomery is stunned to discover that the culprit is Morgan Turner, the beautiful noblewoman he has secretly lusted after for years, who offers him her body in exchange for her freedom.

WIFE FOR HIRE

Evanovich, Janet
AU-0513

Hoping to improve his rogue's reputation in order to get a bank loan for his business, Hank Mallone hires Maggie Toone to pose as his wife, but the deal soon changes from "strictly business" to "no holds barred."

HER SECRET FANTASY

Foley, Gaelen
AU-0582

In the sequel to "Her Only Desire," (AS-1464) Lily Balfour comes to London with the intent of marrying a wealthy man to restore her family's fortunes, but her plans are thrown into turmoil by the aristocratic Major Derek Knight, a hardened soldier and master of seduction who has recently returned to England after a tour of duty on India's frontiers.

UNDERCOVER IN HIGH HEELS

Halliday, Gemma
AU-0535

Maddie Springer, the new wardrobe assistant on a hot television show, discovers that murder is in fashion when a young starlet is found dead, forcing her to play the role of a lifetime to catch a Hollywood killer.

TO CATCH A HIGHLANDER

Hawkins, Karen
AU-0645

After her father gambles away the family estate to the dangerous Lord Dougal MacLean, Sophia MacFarlane sets out to parlay her wiles and her virtue to regain the family fortune, but these two unlikely lovers soon discover that there may be something even more at stake than they had ever expected.

STAR CRASH

Hendricks, Elysa
AU-0592

When she crash lands on a tropical alien planet where she becomes a prisoner of the Flock, a strange race of birdlike humanoids, Cora Daniels is forced to mate with a pit-fighter who happens to resemble her lost love who disappeared long ago into deep space.

TONIGHT AND FOREVER

Jackson, Brenda
AU-0639

(Arabesque) After a bitter divorce, Lorren Jacobs, swearing off men, returns home to Texas where she finds herself drawn to Dr. Justin Madaris, a widower, and together they must find a way to let go of the past in order to have a future together.

SWEET RETURN

Jeffrey, Anna
AU-0593

(Eclipse) Forced to face his past when he is called back home to Hatlow, Texas, renowned photojournalist Dalton Parker takes great satisfaction in tormenting Joanna Walsh on a daily basis, until she agrees to move her organic egg farm off his ranch.

REALLY SOMETHING

Jump, Shirley
AU-0590

Returning home to the "Litter Box Capital of the World," filmmaker Allie Dean, unrecognizable due to her recent weight loss, is determined to get sweet revenge on the guy who broke her heart.

WHAT A ROGUE DESIRES

Linden, Caroline
AU-0474

Aristocrat David Reece finds his plans to regain his respectability going awry when he tracks down the beautiful pickpocket who stole his brother's signet ring, keeping her as his captive until she agrees to become a player in his game of seduction.
When her lifelong friend, cowboy Clint Danner, decides to dive back into the dating pool, Lilah McCord, determined to prepare him for the female urban sophisticate, does some research and realizes that she has missed out on a lot of things over the years and longs for a willing male partner of her own.

When her fiancé, Drake Vireo, disappears before their wedding, bride-to-be Aisling Grey, along with her doggie demon Jim, must deal with warring dragons, angry demon lords, and eternal damnation while trying to find her beloved.

Meg Mackinnon, desperate to find a trustworthy husband to support her simple brother as Chief, meets Alex MacLeod, a mercenary outlaw who hides his mission to protect the Highlands and its people from the king's injustice.

After the brutal murder of her husband and mother, Dana Thunder Eagle hires a tough special operative to get her into fighting shape and finds an ally in her quest to stop a madman who seeks to destroy her.

Philomena Donovan makes a mess of her romantic life when she uses her ex-boyfriend's best friend, Rio, in her crazy plan to get one up on her superior sister and actually falls in love with him.

Unable to explain his attraction to the refined and powerful Philip Marston, Lord Davis Hervey discovers that Marston is actually a woman, prompting his efforts to seduce the masquerading lady.

A reporter for the Charleston Times, Sharon MacCabe, is investigating a string of arson fires across the city when she finds her love life heating up during her collaboration with Fire Captain Matthew Payton.

Refusing to marry Simeon St. Ange, the man her family has promised her to, fiercely independent Countess Charlotte von Wolfram, believing that he could never understand her family's wild nature, unexpectedly unleashes his passionate side as they search for her half-sister's English mother.

Judd Lauren, a deadly assassin forced to do terrible things in the name of his people, must help Brenna Shane Kincaid, whose mind was violated by a serial killer, discover the truth about a recent murder, which plunges them both into the very heart of danger and passion.
Elizabeth Meredith, the youngest of the Bolton daughters, risks everything to protect her beloved Friarsgate, in a tale of passion, intrigue, and seduction set against the backdrop of the sixteenth-century court of King Henry.

(Forever) Devastated when her latest boyfriend dumps her for another man, Marissa Kincaid launches a new Web site, TheGuyCheats.com, an online wanted poster for serial cheaters, but her quest for revenge is suddenly taking a back seat when she is reunited with Trent Jackson, a former crush, who sets out to prove to Marissa that she can trust his feelings for her.

Taking an assignment as a bodyguard to protect gorgeous TV chef Georgiana Mundy from a dangerous stalker from the past, private detective Ethan Darling never expected that keeping his mind on his mission would be so difficult or that the attraction would flare between the bodyguard and his client.

One of the hottest showgirls in Las Vegas, single mother Lainie Terrell gets more than she had bargained for when she enlists the aid of Harry Ambrewster, the casino's shy, super smart, and sexy accountant, as her babysitter to protect her and her son from a hot-tempered former boyfriend.

Newly pregnant, Josey Anderson finds her dreams of domestic bliss in Gull Lake, Minnesota, shattered when she has to follow her husband to Russia for his new job, where she engages in a battle of wits with his voluptuous, trouble-making boss.

Fleeing an arranged marriage, headstrong Lily Bainbridge stages her own death, disguises herself as a boy, and heads for London, where, in the guise of an independent widow, she plans to pursue a new life, but her masquerade is undermined by rakish Ethan Andarton, the Marquis of Vessey, who hopes to persuade Lily to become his mistress.

Now that Charon, the brilliant criminal mastermind is dead, General Thomas Wharington is assigned the task of capturing Alpha, the only android survivor of Charon's cybernetic empire, but his task becomes complicated when he is abducted by the escaping Alpha, whose behavior becomes increasingly human but whose own mission is in doubt, in the sequel to "Sunrise Alley" (AS-0116).
SFF  The Blue-Haired Bombshell
Zakour, John       AU-0600

Hired to find the assassin who murdered three members of the World Council, Zach Johnson, the last freelance detective, journeys to the Moon, where he encounters a harem of gorgeous, blue-haired psi babes and a dangerous woman named Lea who possesses great power.

SUS  Suspect
Cresswell, Jasmine   AU-0465

Cynical lawyer Liam Raven is drawn to his client, former Olympian Chloe Hamilton, who is accused of murdering her husband, in a case, filled with surprising twists and turns, that is unexpectedly linked to the disappearance of his own father, a bigamist and multimillionaire.

SUS  Dark Gold
Angsten, David       LP-3270

LARGE PRINT. (Also available in regular print (AS-1646)). Setting out for Mexico with a pair of college buddies to locate his missing brother, Jack Duran discovers that his brother had been searching for a shipwreck believed to be the site of a fortune in ancient gold and that the divers on the search team have been disappearing one by one.

SUS  Tanner's Tiger
Block, Lawrence    AU-0495

Determined to enjoy a well-deserved vacation in Montreal, international spy and thief Evan Tanner has to use all of his skills to get across the border from the United States into Canada.

SUS  The Righteous Men
Bourne, Sam        AU-0493

Researching the deaths of several men linked to a long-standing legend, a reporter finds himself in the heart of New York's ultra-orthodox Jewish community during an investigation that turns personal when an unknown assailant kidnaps his wife.

SUS  Promise Me
Coben, Harlan       LP-3278

LARGE PRINT. (Also available in regular print (AS-1466)). Entertainment agent Myron Bolitar offers a ride home to a young girl to prevent her from accepting a ride from a drunk driver, but when the girl disappears, he is forced to rescue her to prove his innocence.

SUS  Point Blank
Coulter, Catherine  LP-3281

LARGE PRINT. (Also available in regular print (AS-0802)). Barely surviving a motel bombing while trying to rescue a kidnapped entertainer, FBI agents Dillon Savich and Dane Carver find themselves working against an unstable villain with designs on their families and fellow agents, while agent Ruth Warnecki follows leads about a lost treasure and a murdered music school student to the site of a hidden cave.

SUS  Darkest Days
Gallon, Stan       AU-0607

When the crash of Air Force One leaves the President and First Lady dead, and an apocalyptic explosion destroys Yellowstone National Park, the Vice President imposes martial law, and only one man, Army Lieutenant Adam Burch, can stop those in power from achieving their sinister goals.

SUS  When Darkness Falls
Grippando, James   AU-0616

Becoming suspicious when a homeless client produces a large amount of cash just before a murdered body is discovered in the car in which the client lives, Miami attorney Jack Swyteck finds himself racing the clock to save the life his best friend.

SUS  Revenant
Haines, Carolyn    AU-0489

Haunted by the death of her daughter, reporter Carson Lynch, self-medicating herself with vodka, karaoke, and work, returns home to Mississippi, where she lands a story that might save her career, and end her life, when she becomes obsessed with a twisted serial killer.

SUS  Web of Evil
Jance, J. A.        AU-0615

Hopping mad after her termination from a high-profile anchor job, Ali Reynolds returns to her Arizona hometown and vents her outrage on a personal blog, but when her estranged husband is found dead in Palm Springs, Ali finds herself accused of his murder.
SUS  Killer Dreams
Johansen, Iris  AU-0486
When Sophie Dunston, a sleep therapist who specializes in night terrors, and her ten-year-old son are threatened by a shadowy figure, mother and son are pitted against a killer who is the stuff of nightmares.

SUS  The Hunted
Lee, Rachel  AU-0651
Investigating a major defense contractor suspected of complicity in the international sex-slave trade, journalist Erin McKenna suddenly finds herself unemployed when his firm buys her newspaper, but a violent attack brings her to the attention of FBI agent Jerod Westlake, a man haunted by the disappearance of his sister and dedicated to ending the global sex trade.

SUS  The Water Clock
Kelly, Jim  AU-0614
When two long-dead bodies are discovered near wintry Cambridgeshire Fens, news reporter Philip Dryden discovers that both victims are linked to an event from 1966 during which his own life was saved while his wife was left to die.

SUS  What the Dead Know
Lippman, Laura  AU-0650
Interviewing a distressed and disoriented woman who has fled the scene of an accident, Baltimore County police department detective Kevin Infante is amazed when she claims to be the younger of a pair of sisters who were abducted thirty years earlier, a statement that she seems completely unable to prove.

SUS  The Hades Factor
Ludlum, Robert  AU-0470
(Same as LP-2307) A doomsday virus claims the lives of four people across the country, including virus researcher Dr. Sophia Russell. Her devastated and enraged fiancé, Lt. Colonel Jonathan Smith, uncovers evidence that someone out there has the virus, and the pandemic was planned. Smith assembles a private team to aid in his fight against the deadly virus.

SUS  Fear of the Dark
Mosley, Walter  AU-0485
The arrival of his lowlife cousin, Ulysses S. "Useless" Grant, spells trouble for Paris Minton, who discovers that his wayward relative has become involved in a high-stakes blackmail scheme, and his friend, Fearless Jones, as they become embroiled in a bizarre case involving mysterious women, desperate blackmail victims, cheating business partners, and murder.

SUS  The Fifth Vial
Palmer, Michael  AU-0609
A suspended Harvard Medical School student is kidnapped and left for dead in Rio de Janeiro while presenting a medical paper, while a terminally ill medical genius works on a potentially world-changing cure, and a Chicago detective struggles to identify a mysterious accident victim.

SUS  Break No Bones
Reichs, Kathy  AU-0533
Struggling with a lackluster teaching position at an archaeology field school in South Carolina, Tempe Brennan discovers a fresh skeleton among ancient bones and traces leads to a free street clinic where patients are going missing, in a case with numerous suspects, including a charismatic televangelist, the clinic's shady doctor, and several underpaid staff members.

SUS  Springer's Gambit
Ripley, W. L.  AU-0494
Believing that he is dying of cancer, money launderer Max Shapiro turns against the mob, hoping that they will send a hitman to kill him, only to discover that he is not dying after all, and hires ex-Secret Service agent Cole Springer to save his life.

SUS  The Devil to Pay
Robbins, Harold  AU-0484
Framed for arson and murder, struggling Seattle businesswoman Nash Novak is in desperate need of funds to pay for her defense, and the only way to get it is to run the coffee plantation she has inherited, an estate deep in the heart of Colombia's drug-ridden jungles, and take a trip to Shanghai, home of the powerful Chinese triads.

SUS  Last Known Victim
Spindler, Erica  AU-0649
Captain Patti O'Shay, still grieving over the murder of her husband, is stunned when skeletal remains of a female victim, who is missing her right hand, are unearthed in City Park along with her husband's police badge.

SUS  A Brief Lunacy
Thayer, Cynthia  LP-3272
LARGE PRINT. Jessie and Carl have made a terrible mistake. They should have been more careful. When Jonah came to their cabin in the Maine woods asking to use the phone, they should not have let him in. But he told them his campsite had been robbed and he was stranded with no money and no gear. Jessie took pity on him, thinking of her own missing daughter, hoping she was receiving the same kindness. Now Jessie and Carl are captives in their own home.
**True Crime**

**TRU Murder at Holy Cross**
Davidson, Peter AU-0436
Recounts the brutal murder of a thirty-nine-year-old Catholic nun, who was stabbed ninety-two times by a young apprentice monk and Holy Cross student, a crime that resonated all the way to the Vatican, making it one of the most sensational and controversial cases in Florida history.

**TRU Out There: The Astronaut Love Triangle and Attempted Murder**
Fanning, Diane AU-0437
Describes how a romantic obsession with fellow astronaut William Oefelein led astronaut Lisa Nowak to a planned scheme to murder Air Force Captain Colleen Shipman, her alleged romantic rival, in an in-depth account that looks at the true facts and motivations behind the headline-grabbing case.

**TRU All I Want To Do Is Kill**
Hudson, Dale AU-0435
Details the horrifying true account of teenager Holly Harvey, who, along with her lesbian lover Sandy Ketchum, savagely murdered her grandparents, in a fit of unstoppable rage, because they wanted to keep the girls apart.

**TRU A Family Cursed**
Mc Murray, Kevin F. AU-0634
Chronicles the sensational and bizarre case of the brutal murders of two brothers: Robert Kissel, drugged and beaten to death in his posh Hong Kong apartment, a crime for which his wife was convicted, and Andrew Kissel, found stabbed to death in his Greenwich, Connecticut, mansion more than two years later.

**TRU Because You Loved Me**
Phelps, M. AU-0633
This shocking true story exposes the dangers of online romance as Jeanne Dominico, a hard-working single mother, is brutally stabbed to death by her fourteen-year-old daughter, who had been convinced by her mentally disturbed Internet boyfriend that Jeanne was trying to keep them apart.

**TRU When Satan Wore a Cross**
Rosen, Fred AU-0438
Offers a chilling account of the brutal 1980 slaying of a seventy-one-year-old nun in Toledo, Ohio, a crime in which the local priest, Father Gerald Robinson, became a prime suspect but remained free, until, more than twenty years later, his name became linked to another bizarre case of satanic ritual and abuse, prompting a new investigation into the cold case.

---

**Western**

**WES The Trail of Whitened Skulls**
Blackburn, Tom W. AU-0431
For the first time in paperback, all of the Cole Lavery stories, which first appeared in the 1940s, are together in one volume and follow the exciting adventures of this jack-of-all-trades as he goes up against river pirates, bandits, and a corrupt robber baron in the American West.

**WES Come Sundown**
Blakely, Mike AU-0618
Serving as a ransom negotiator for captives among the Native Americans during the Civil War, Honore Greenwood finds himself placed in the same unit as a long-time enemy, refuses to fight against his beloved Arapaho bride's tribe, and is unwittingly pitted against close friend Kit Carson.

**WES Walk Proud, Stand Tall**
Boggs, Johnny D. AU-0432
Years after sending outlaw Ollie Sinclair to the Yuma Penitentiary, lawman Lin Garrett may be the only man who can track Sinclair when he is released from prison and executes a daring train robbery.

**WES Hell on Wheels**
Brandvold, Peter LP-3282
LARGE PRINT. (Also available in regular print (AS-0372)). On his way home from a wedding in Sulfur, Montana, Judge John Bannon is attacked by Angus Whateley, who has just been released from prison, and Sheriff Ben Stillman must come to his rescue, waging war on a gang of ruthless killers out for revenge.

**WES Devil's Domain**
Champlin, Tim AU-0619
Union sergeant John Multroy, held captive in Andersonville Prison, a hellhole rife with disease, violence, and death, desperately searches for a way to escape and discovers that his only ally suffers from bouts of madness, which puts their plan in danger.

**WES Blood Duel**
Compton, Ralph AU-0617
Unable to read about his bloody exploits in the newspaper, serial killer Jeeter Frost finds a teacher to help him, while the townsfolk of Coffin Varnish, hoping to cash in on his infamy, put his victims on display, to which he strongly and violently objects.
Desperate for money, two men agree to burn some bridges and take out railroad communications along the Mexican border, until their allies turn against them, forcing them to go on the run from the U.S. Cavalry.

Even though murder is not a federal crime and therefore none of his business, Deputy U.S. Marshal Custis Long decides to go after Karl Hix, a low-life outlaw who had murdered the town barber for a measly bag of quarters.

When the son of a powerful rancher is lynched, the vengeful rancher vows to burn the town to the ground, killing every man, woman, and child, forcing Deputy U.S. Marshal Custis Long to take deadly action.

As Fury, Arizona, is crippled by drought, a blood-red dust storm, and Apache attacks, Jason Fury decides to take a stand and gathers together a few good men and women to help him fight a battle that could either save their town or destroy it.

During an early winter blizzard, Smoke Jensen, escorting three thousand head of cattle to their new destination, is attacked by a renegade Cheyenne warrior and discovers that there is a bounty on his head.

In "Kiowa Trail", educated in England, raised by Apaches, and hardened in the Civil War, cowboy Conn Dury finds himself helping the sister of dead friend seek revenge against wealthy men who would kill an innocent cow hand for daring to fall in love with one of their daughters. In "Killoe", guiding settlers across unknown territory, Dan Killoe takes on the added responsibility of helping a stranger who is being hunted by renegade Commancheros.

When he accidentally shoots James Bennett in the back, mortally wounding him, Marty Keller, determined to collect his three-thousand-dollar bounty, is branded as a back shooter, until Bennett's widow asks him to escort her and her young son to their new home in the Wyoming Territory.

(Woodchoppers, No. 311) After rescuing Lynn McKay from her no-good suitor, Clint Adams, sampling her charms, takes her to a friend's farm where they discover a stash of gold hidden in the barn, but they are not the only ones who want this treasure.
Wildfire
Roberts, J. R.  AU-0481
(The Gunsmith, No. 313) When mistaken identity leads to an accusation of murder, gunsmith Clint Adams must join the hunt for a twisted pyromaniac who is creating a swath of destruction from Texas to New Mexico.

North Country Cutthroats
Sharpe, Jon  AU-0621
(The Trailsman, No. 314) During the holidays, Skye Fargo, hired to ride alongside his old friend Grizzly Olaffson, finds his job hampered by stickup men, lustful lowlifes, and Grizzly's ability to cause trouble wherever he goes.

Texas Timber War
Sharpe, Jon  AU-0428
(The Trailsman, No. 313) After stopping a band of pirates from bushwhacking a cargo boat in East Texas, Skye Fargo must take down Red Mike McShane and his gang of bayou outlaws who are out to destroy a rival logging company.

Shadow Rider: Apache Sundown
Sherman, Jory  AU-0426
Pursuing vengeance and justice in the Old West at the behest of President Grant, agent Zac Cody continues to pursue his father's killer, eliminating his enemy's hired guns and allies at every turn, despite his inability to find the elusive and vicious Ben Trask, who has launched a deadly new scheme that could lead to the slaughter of the local native tribe.

The Vigilante: Santa Fe Showdown
Sherman, Jory  AU-0428
When the woman he loves and her children are murdered in cold blood by Wayne Smith, her former husband, Lew Zane once again assumes the role of vigilante as he heads to Santa Fe to find Smith and be his judge, jury, and executioner.

Pure of Heart
Thompson, David  AU-0622
(Wilderness, No. 54) Nate King finds his survival skills put to the ultimate test when a fun trip to the high country with his family turns into a nightmare as they are faced with the wrath of Mother Nature as well as four brutal murderers.
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